ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA
Vol. XI, 1942, p. 295, no. 58: A re-study of photograph and squeeze by Rolf
Hubbe has led to improvementin the readings of several lines:
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In R.E.G., LVII, 1947, p. 191, J. and L. Robert commented on the restorations
and suggested a text for lines 21-23. For reasons of space and syllabification it is
impossible, however, to allow [wpoo-6]8cv, or any part of it, to begin line 22. Nor do
they explain how the words rap' Eaviov are to be fitted into line 19, if the restored
vvv is to be omitted, as they suggest. The restoration [roX]XcMv
has been supplied in
line 22 by Meritt, as-suitable to the available space.
Vol. XVI, 1947, p. 163, no. 61: A re-examination of the squeeze by Rolf Hubbe
has led to improvementin the text of lines 6-10:
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See also Vol. XXVI, 1957, 39.
Vol. XXVIII, 1959, p. 322: Marcus Tod has kindly communicatedto the editors
his solution of the text - - - e 7Ev7TaFEOX'ovv'Ka. The verb .'Ka is imperative,
addressed to an athlete whose name, in the vocative, ends in - - - e. The form
is a present active participle, from reTvraFeOXECO,
a variant of the well
TEv7-aFEOXEAov
attested 7rTETaOX&O(cf. Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, s.v.).
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